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File preview

Hello, and welcome to deep political analysis! With the election on June 8th, I've decided to run each

party's manifesto through Democracy 3, which is essentially a management sim for countries, in

which Britain is one of the playable countries. Let's get some deep political insight, starting with the

Labour Party Manifesto. As you can see in the picture above, Britain is in a great place. GDP is in

the toilet, Unemplyment and Crime are at crisis levels and Health, Education and Poverty are all in

danger of becoming crises, Health and Poverty in particular. That congratulations is starting to feel

sarcastic. The overview screen is a pretty similar sight.



Democracy can be pretty overwhelming. The list in the middle represents voter groups and their

happiness with the present system. As you can see, The Retired, Environmentalists and State

Employees like the shape of things, while Capitalists, Middle Income and Parents are unhappy and

everyone else falls somewhere inbetween. Each of the circular icons relates to a different aspect of



the country. The white circles represent things that can be directly altered, such as Petrol Tax,

represented by the dripping petrol pump at the bottom of the screen. Blue circles are things that

these will effect, such as the top left oil drops with the plus and minus signs, representing oil supply

and demand, respectively. The red circles are the crises that the country faces. Going clockwise, we

have homelessness, an uncompetitive economy, being a technological backwater, the asthma

epidemic, the doctors strike, organised crime, vigilante mobs, alcohol abuse, ghettoes and street

gangs. If you play well, these will vanish and green circles noting good situations will occur. As

Britain starts in the same place every time you play, I'll be going through manifesto promises in the

order they appear. One of the ways that I'll measure the success of a manifesto will be the change in

red circles (which can of course appear again as a result of mis-management) and the growth of

green circles. But enough backdrop, let's see how a government "For The Many, Not The Few"

works out.

Now, I said I would be acting out manifesto promises in order and, for the most part, I will.

However, one of Labour's promises was that women needed to be represented more in government,

so at least 50% of the Cabinet would be female and Cabinet reshuffling seems a game start decision.

Firing Cabinet members reduces the loyalty of the rest of the Cabinet, thereby reducing the political

capital you have to wield. Reshuffling the entire cabinet, on the other hand, doesn't. So...



You're all fired! The cabinet is seven strong, so I needed four women in there. The first two picks

were easy, as there were two women with sympathies for groups the manifesto would please who

wielded a lot of clout. Socialist Gertrude Hernandez was made chancellor, whilst Environmentalist

Connie Price was put in charge of welfare. Then came the least imperfect choices, starting with "she

kinda sucks, but she likes the retired and I'm gonna insulate homes for free, increase the pensions

and make senior bus passes univeral" candidate, Theresa James. Hired to be quiet and in charge of

the economy. Gladys Davis was a more risky pick. She wields a lot of power, but her sympathies lie

with Farmers and Parents. While childcare provisions, free school meals and increased spending on

school are all going to be popular with parents, the Doctor's Strike and Asthma Epidemic are major

issues for Parents. Little else to comment on regarding the cabinet, except for my last pick, the

Minister for Public Services, Leroy Cooper. Staggeringly incompetant, I grabbed him for his

Socialist, Trade Unionist tendencies, thinking that he'd at least be fucking quiet. I was a naive fool.



Fucking Leroy.

Anyway, that's enough foreshadowing. The one step outside the manifesto that I made was to max

out spending on the intelligence services right at the start, as a trial run of Corbyn's Britain found

me very quickly shot in the face by a sniper hired by angry capitalists. A lot of Democracry 3 games

end in your assasination and while maxing out spending on spies doesn't guarantee you the ability

to retire in piece, it does at least make going out like Olaf Palme not a certainty. Plus, it fights the

Organised Crime crisis that the country faces, so I can kinda justify it. (Blue bar represents current

position, transparent bar where it's been changed to.)



The Cabinet reshuffles and institution of a "Spy Satellite Network" exhausted all my political

capital for my first turn, (each turn representing one quarter-year), so I hit next turn to start the



actual work, three months in.



I haven't even done anything yet! Oh well, the Labour Manifesto starts with economic reform

anyway, so let's get to raising some money, starting with the very first promise in the manifesto: all

tax returns are fully transparent and public, to combat tax avoidance. This pisses off the wealthy and

the liberals, but things are a bit more equal and socialists like it. Besides, I got first pick Gertrude

Hernandez on the job, so it's all good.



This leaves me just a little shy of enough political capital to raise 6.4 billion from the nation's top

5% in income, so I have to leave the Punitive Wealth Tax for next turn. Six months in and the

government has put spies everywhere, reshuffled its cabinet and made all taxes public. I enter

month seven to grim news, as the credit rating downgrade causes a rise in unemployment, the police



want the power to stop and search without provocation (hard no: roleplaying Corbyn, humans with

a functioning soul) and The Human Rights Society declare opposition to my government, spurred

by Liberal anger at the massive increase in spying and the public tax returns.



Time for some big moves, as the next two manifesto pledges are to do with making the wealthy

finally pay their share or punishing success, depending on your outlook. First, I institute the

punitive wealth tax to the tune of 6.4 billion, then I get another 19.4 billion a quarter from

Corporation Tax (these are for the entire term in the Manifesto, but everything costs absurd amounts

in Democracy 3, so I made them quarterly to fit, as I will with each party.) Big moves made to

increase equality and help fund public services, so you can understand my joy when I see them met

with a fall in crime, until I click on the headline.



Crime fell tiny amounts because of a superhero and his arrival is taken as a sign of how bad my

governments' inability to fight crime itself. What about the spies?! There's a whole spies versus

mafia thing going on and you guys are still in the comic book mode! That film cycle is nearing its

end! The future's all about spies vs mafia! Anyway, as higher taxes on corporations and high-wealth

individuals is bound to reduce corporate investment in Britain, the Labour Manifesto makes note of

plans to shelter Small To Medium Enterprises, (SMEs), which is best represented in game terms by

introducing a Small Business Grant Policy. Since a Labour Manifesto game relies on SMEs and the

state forming the backbone of the economy, I maxed out the spend on this, which...ouch...



With that kind of spend, I also instituted a big publicity campaign to maximise the effect of all that

painful, painful cost.



Next turn we'll be instituting the next promise, which is to cap CEO pay at twenty times that of their

lowest paid employee. It was strange that I didn't have the power to do this this turn, but I rolled

into the last quarter of my first year ignoring it. I'd enacted the start of a Britain built on

independent businesses co-operating with each other, rather than monolithic corporations. All was

well...



Fucking Leroy! At the point that you get this message, that Cabinet member is just trying to block

everything you do and massively reduces your ability to make moves. And you can't just fire them,

because that'll impact the morale of your cabinet and make it more likely that someone else will do

it, so you just ride out their bad behaviour until they fall in line or retire. Oh, and our international

credit rating fell. Again. Sighing deeply, I was able to enct a few manifesto promises over the next

couple of turns. I nationalised the railways (this is not an option in Democracy 3, so I maxed out

government rail subsidies as the next best thing), spent on technological improvements, made a

slight increase to science spending and introduced state-owned energy companies while insulating

the homes of senior citizens to help fight the horrific and under-reported onslaught of old-peoplefucking-freezing-to-death-in-their-own-homes problem that this country has. It is very, very hard to

object to the Labour Manifesto. Again, state owned energy competitors isn't really an option in

Democracy 3, nor is an insultation program, so I just killed two birds and a lot less old people with

the one stone of maxing out Winter Fuel subsidies.

(Continues on next page)



See that, Leroy? Connie Price, a good pick, is doing her job as well as she can and saving lives,

while you turn up in the morning hungover and growling curses at your subordinates. All of these

changes make for the first time that the quarterly report you get at the start of each turn actually

made me happy.



Despite a global recession, Health is improving and Poverty declining under Labour. So of course

there's a media backlash. Oh, and the Human Rights Society are still make noise, but I mostly

ignore them. That's not a concerning sentence to write, right?

Fuck the Human Rights Society, I've got more reforms to make, with Gertrude Hernandez and

Connie Price, the former instituting government subsidies to make energy cleaner and the latter

instituting nationalised, state-run nurseries and universal childcare provisions. Both making me



proud. Leroy, meanwhile, has taken to eating from bins like a feral animal and speaking exclusively

in fart noises while drinking openly at his desk. While other cabinet members are retooling the

diplomatic service to deal with Brexit, I send Leroy to do some minor fiddling to the food standards

agency and, stood amongst stinking cattle, he seems at home for the first time in almost a year.



It's enough to bring a tear to your eye. Or maybe that's just the smell. The cows would not stand

next to him for long without dry heaving. Back in important matters, I thought that CP's dedicated

work on providing childcare might have won parents over, so I went to take a look, but no, it's all

"the-air-is-literally-toxic-and-the-doctors-have-been-striking-for-almost-two-years" with them.



Ah well. Free School Meals and a bump in the school budget are coming around next turn. If that

doesn't win them over, we're making University education free for all and providing grants. It's
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